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Public 
Speaking

Vickie Sullivan



{1} Go beyond the good idea.
Thanks to content marketing, provocative perspectives are available with a 

click. So how can your thinking stand out in a sea of good ideas? By drilling 

down and getting practical.

You still have to reframe and redefine the issue. Just don’t 

stop there. Break out of the box and offer alternative ways 

of thinking that make sense; show how having different assump-

tions can create different solutions. If you say the same things as 

everyone else, your speech can boomerang and label you as 

“nothing special”.

Then bring it home with simple, practical things the audi-

ence can do immediately. Ask yourself: What do I want 

the attendees to do? That is where the new value is. 

{2} Pack the house.
Who needs to know about you? Invite them. Don’t depend on the audience the 

host provides. Find out who is coming anyway and personally invite them to 

your session.

TEN WAYS TO USE PUBLIC SPEAKING TO PROMOTE YOUR EXPERTISE
By Vickie K. Sullivan, President, Sullivan Speaker Services Inc.

If you're not visible, then you are invisible.  That's why many leaders participate in panel discussions and concurrent 

sessions at industry events. Yes, speaking is a cog in the personal brand mix.  The problem:  when speaking happens as a 

one-off event, the ROI of all that effort is too low. Here are 10 ways to leverage a single speech to increase your impact 

every time you show up:

If you say the same 

things as everyone else, 

your speech can 

boomerang and label 

you as “nothing special”.
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And don’t limit yourself to your current colleagues. Walk the trade show floor 

and see who you want to connect with. Are there companies you may want to 

partner with in the future? Other thought leaders you admire? Ask them. You’ll 

be surprised at who shows up.

{3} Share your content.
You’ve gone through a lot of trouble developing your comments. Using the 

speech material in more than one format extends the value. A few ideas:

a. an article for a national journal,

b. material for company intranet,

c. infographics for distribution in articles and on social media,

d. use as a springboard for online discussion groups,

e. and of course, social media sharing in general.

It’s easy to do — just cut and paste the content in smaller 

chunks. Most experts do this after the presentation. Another 

opportunity: volunteer to help promote the event with 

articles and media interviews. Do this before and after the 

presentation. Most association editors readily print articles 

by the presenters in order to publicize the event. 

{4} Leverage your invitation.
Announcements to your network, such as “I’m giving a speech on ______ 

topic… any war stories will be appreciated. And, yes, I’ll change the names to 

protect the guilty and the innocent.” Letting friends know you are speaking 

without bragging can help position you as a “rising star”.

{5} Distribute the link.
Many conferences digitally record the session for virtual attendees, for the 

library or for many associations, to sell afterwards. Ask about getting the link 

or even the file of your speech. Pass along the link to your communities on 

social media. And send personal emails to those who need to know who you 

are. This is a great way to follow up on the invitees who were interested but 

couldn’t be there.

{6} Research to customize.
Looking for a reason to talk with someone important? Interview them to 

customize your speech. They’ll be flattered — and you just started a great 

relationship! Be sure to get permission to use their specific examples or story; 

Volunteer to help promote the 
event with articles and media 
interviews. 

Idea:

Don’t depend on the 

audience the host 

provides. Walk the 

trade show floor and 

see who you want to 

connect with and 

invite them. 
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ask if you can quote them (they’ll almost always say yes). Then send them the 

digital link so they can experience their ideas through you. 

{7} Springboard your new visibility.
Your participation can be a springboard for further discussion. Use the com-

ments or questions you get to develop new opportunities to participate.

Ask yourself: What else can I do for this organization to help their members 

with this topic? Host a webinar on follow-up issues? Create a special interest 

group? Conduct a poll? Many associations want to extend the interaction in 

their spirit of learning. (Remember, they are trying to get repeat attendees to 

their other events.)

And don’t wait until after the speech. You can do the above before the speech 

to generate interest in your topic. You thus build attendance through word of 

mouth. And build a following.

{8} Stay connected.
Continue to benefit from your exposure by maintaining the connection you 

began with your audience. Develop something as a follow-up — a weekly 

chat room to discuss experiences, or an informal support network you invite 

them to join. You get continuous visibility and the positioning deepens. The 

connections will pay off.

{9} Create tools.
Creating tools and processes allow you to be seen as more than a talking 

head. Go beyond recommendations and standard models to create a list of 

questions that spur thinking or a process that can be easily applied. You will 

be known as the creator of the “______ process”. Such a list can take on a life 

of its own — much to your benefit.

{10} Give gifts.
Put your list of questions or infographic on an oversized business card and 

laminate it. Your audience has it for easy reference and will keep it long after 

the notes are tossed. But don’t substitute this for handouts and notes.

Public speaking is like any other tool — your results depend on how you 

use it. Good luck and we'll see you — visible — at the podium!

Ask yourself: 
What else can I 
do for this 
organization to 
help their 
members with 
this topic? 
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VICKIE SULLIVAN
President, Sullivan Speaker Services Inc.

Vickie Sullivan is internationally recognized as the top mar-

ket strategist for experts. Specializing in branding for high-

fee markets, she has launched thousands of thought lead-

ers since 1987. Ms. Sullivan is a popular speaker throughout 

the U.S. and Canada on why buyers buy in lucrative markets 

and strategies that position experts for those opportunities. 

Her market intelligence updates are distributed to experts in 

the U.S. as well as 17 other countries.

Ms. Sullivan has served twice on the editorial board for Professional Speaker 

Magazine, and currently serves as contributing editor for RainToday.com, a 

prominent community of 120,000 service professionals. Her articles have been 

published in other publications such as Presentations and USA Today maga-

zines and the Handbook of Business Strategy. Ms. Sullivan has also been 

quoted in mainstream media such as Fortune.com, The New York Times, and 

Investor’s Business Daily. Her work and views have appeared in books such 

as Bright-Sided: How Positive Thinking is Undermining America by Barbara 

Ehrenreich, Secrets of Six-Figure Women by Barbara Stanney, and Getting 

Started in Consulting by Alan Weiss.

Ms. Sullivan’s groundbreaking work has earned her an appointment on 

the Women’s Leadership Board for the Kennedy School of Government 

at Harvard. As a former member of the mentoring committee, she has 

given three presentations to the student body there on personal branding 

and prominence. She also serves on the international advisory board for 

SpeakerFile.com, the fastest growing network of corporate and professional 

speakers.

The first in her family to graduate from college, Ms. Sullivan earned her 

bachelor’s degree in Journalism, Public Relations emphasis at the University 

of Oklahoma. She lives in Tempe, AZ with her husband Larry, her favorite geek.

Vickie Sullivan
Sullivan Speaker Services, Inc.

Market Strategy for Thought Leaders

9920 S Rural Road 
#108 PMB 103

Tempe, AZ 85284-4100

480-961-4318 main
480-961-7382 fax
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Vickie Sullivan's Speaker Success Kit: An Exclusive 
3-CD Set

Your ultimate, need-to-know source 

to start playing the speaker’s game. 

In these three CDs–jam-packed with 

winning content and offered together 

for the first time–you’ll get the pre-

eminent scoop from Vickie on the 

common mistakes and pricey pitfalls 

you can avoid in starting your speak-

ing career. The CDs include Get Those 

Bookings: Marketing Strategies for 

Professional Speakers, Speaking in 

the Strike Zone: How to Get in Front of 

a Buying Audience, and Speak to Sell: 

Using Public Speaking as a Marketing 

Tool.

Your Position Of Power: Packaging Your Expertise 
For High-Fee Markets

Ready to make yourself P.O.P. in the 

marketplace? You can with Vickie’s 

four CD set that shows you how to flex 

your own unique Position of Power. 

Here, she provides a strategic, step-

by-step approach to positioning–and 

communicating–your expertise in 

ways that will make you a must-have 

speaker… and draw in your most 

profitable customers.

Talking To Strangers: Effective Sales 
Conversations For Experts Who Speak
In this amazingly comprehensive 

7-CD set Vickie down-loads the info 

to make every conversation count so 

you can turbo-charge your 

success…right now. She breaks 

down–CD by CD–how to make every 

phone call 

more effective, how to communicate 

how valuable you are, how to respond 

to budget-blues excuses, and how to 

implement top-tier closing strategies.  

Vickie’s masterful approach will have 

you summoning your innate courage 

to speak to strangers… and command 

the highest fees possible.

Springboard Marketing

Looking to create currency with a 

business that prominently plays up 

your intellectual capital? In this CD 

set, Vickie enthusiastically unspools a 

winning consultant program previously 

revealed only in pricey one-on-one 

sessions. It plots out the plan to build 

an infrastructure–driven by speak-

ing–that sets your expertise apart, 

fine-tunes message development and 

turns a single speech into a powerful, 

revenue-generating machine.

Get Those Bookings: Marketing Strategies For 
Professional Speakers
In this CD, you’ll find out what to 

know before you market yourself, 

how associations and corporations 

select speakers they pay for, and 

how you can influence the 

committees that decide which 

speakers get hired.

Speaking In The Strike Zone: How To Get In Front 
Of A Buying Audience
This fast-paced CD features Vickie 

giving the very latest on market 

expectations and how you can tailor 

your format for the highest return.

Speak To Sell: Using Public Speaking As A 
Marketing Tool Specifically targeted to 

those who want to give presentations 

to sell prod-ucts, procure clients or 

promote their ideas, this CD offers a 

tested, system-atic approach to 

create captivating topics that sell.

OTHER RESOURCES
All of these products 

are available for 

purchase through 

Vickie’s online store.

Visit  

www.vickiesullivan.

com/store today!




